
David L. Sackett OC, FRSC, MD, FRCP

To: Grey Highlands Renewable Energy Working Group

Re: Health Canada Wind Turbine Noise and Health Study

Dear colleagues,

By way of introduction, I am a full/part time resident of Grey Highlands since
1992, an internal medicine specialist and clinical epidemiologist by profession,
the founding chair (1967) of the Department of Clinical Epidemiology &
Biostatistics at the Faculty of Medicine at McMaster University, and the
founding Director (1994) of the NHS R&D Centre for Evidence-Based
Medicine at the University of Oxford. In these capacities I have published 10
books, 62 chapters, and approximately 250 peer-reviewed scientific papers on
clinical epidemiology and health care. For this work, I have been elected to
the Canadian Medical Hall of Fame, have received the Gairdner-Wightman
Award, and have been appointed an Officer in the Order of Canada.

At the time of preparing this commentary, I am uncertain whether wind
turbines cause human illness; that is, I have not made up my mind either way
on this question.

At your request, I have reviewed the Health Canada Wmd Turbine Noise
and Health Study (Principal Investigator David S. Michaud, PhD) as
presented in the document dated July 10, 2012, including the Proceedings of
its Science Advisory Board of February 1-2,2012.

Based on that review and a discussion with your Working Group, I offer the
following comments:

1. Can the study accurately determine the one-time frequency ("prevalence")
of self-reported "well-being, sleep quality and noise annoyance," blood
pressure, hair cortisol, and 7-day sleep time/efficiency of individuals located
from <500 meters to >5 Kilometers from 8-12 wind turbine power plants?

Yes, but only ifmore than 75% of the invited individusls complete the
questionnaire and other measurements.
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Why:
Most surveys - when they keep coming back to the people who refused
earlier invitations to participate - fmd dramatic differences between the last to
participate and those who accepted earlier invitations (the "self-selection bias"
note on page 13 of the Study Document). In this case we'd be concerned that
individuals who had symptoms or were annoyed by turbines might accept
their first invitations to be studied, whereas those with no symptoms and no
annoyance would less likely to take part. Unless the latter, more reluctant
individuals joined the study, the survey would generate an incorrect ("biased")
higher rate of complaints than truly existed.

Accordingly, the "standard" participation rate required before survey results
are "credible" (likely to be believed) is >75%; and in many serious health
surveys used to make serious decisions, it is demanded to be >90%.

2. Can the survey determine whether living near a wind turbine causes the
complaints and health measurements found in the survey?

No, for two reasons.

Why;
Reason #1. Strong opinions - that exposure to wind turbines does cause
specific symptoms and health complaints - have already been expressed in the
media and at public meetings. It is likely that many if not most of the
participants in this study will know about these opinions. There is a large
body of scientific evidence, gathered repeatedly over the past several decades,
that knowing such opinions influences the expectations of people that they will
have similar symptoms and health complaints when they have the same
exposure, regardless of whether the exposure actually causes the symptoms
and health complaints. For this reason, the survey may determine
expectation not causation.

Reason #2. Over these same decades, science has advanced to the point
where universally accepted methods exist for determining whether an
intervention causes either good or bad effects on symptoms and health.
These methods have 2 key features to insure fair comparisons between
individuals who have and have not been exposed to the possible cause:



i. individuals are - or are not - exposed to the intervention by chance
(equivalent to a coin-toss).
ii. individuals do not know whether they are being exposed to the real
intervention or to a similar appearing but inert "sham" or "placebo"
intervention.

Neither of these key features is present in the proposed study. As a result, it
cannot determine causation.

(I note that a similar conclusion was drawn by the Science Advisory Board on
page 20 of the July 10, 2012 document: "The current study will not yield
causal association data on its own.")

3. Will the proposed study - designed and carried out by Health Canada -
generate credible results that will be accepted as true by all concerned?

Probably not

Why:
The accompanying .5 commentaries submitted by Mark Davis, Carmen
Krogh, Ronald Hartlen, Sherri Lange &Mark Dechamp, and Brett Homer
are all critical of the study protocol and (by my reading) 3 of them question
whether the investigators (based on their revealed opinions, by their inclusions
or exclusions of certain background material or co-investigators, or based on
the employment of their majority by government) are uncertain, unbiased and
open-minded about whether wind turbines cause adverse health effects.
(Parenthetically, 1have concluded a lack of uncertainty among several of the
commentaries.)

1hope that these comments are helpful.

Sincerely yours,


